Coffee Pleasure
With
JURA Machines
It’s all about Espresso

The humble cup of coffee has evolved into a whole range of modern drinks. The aromatic espresso remains ever-popular, but coffee’s horizons are expanding. Combinations with hot milk and soft, light-as-air milk foam create the latest in creative coffee beverages such as a latte macchiato, flat white or Cortado.

This brochure will illustrate that achieving the perfect coffee is about more than just the coffee beans, with a whole range of other factors affecting what ultimately ends up in the cup. JURA coffee machines prepare perfect speciality coffees at the touch of a button. The barista tips in this brochure are designed to inspire you with all kinds of different ideas for preparing and serving these beverages.
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In this chapter

What factors affect the perfect espresso?
What settings are available on JURA coffee machines?
What brewing processes are integrated into JURA coffee machines?

1.1 The water

Water makes up 98% of an espresso, so it is crucial to the quality of the finished product. Ideally, it should be fresh, contain minerals and oxygen and have a low to moderate water hardness. CLARIS filter cartridges are designed to ensure that water quality remains consistently high – and therefore ideal for coffee preparation.

1.2 The coffee beans

Coffee is one of the most aromatic foodstuffs, and beans can vary enormously in flavour. The flavour is influenced by:

• The variety (arabica or robusta)
• Whether a blend of different beans or pure origin coffee is used
• The climate and soil conditions of the country of origin
• The method of processing (dry or wet)
• The degree of roast

With a JURA automatic speciality coffee machine, you can choose from the virtually unlimited selection of fresh coffee beans available to brew coffee just as you like it.

1.3 The machine

JURA automatic speciality coffee machines always extract the very best from the fresh beans, freshly ground and brewed.

The perfect espresso – The four contributing factors

The black espresso with no milk is coffee in its most original and pristine form. But not every espresso tastes the same. There are four factors that influence its quality.

1.1 The water

Water makes up 98% of an espresso, so it is crucial to the quality of the finished product. Ideally, it should be fresh, contain minerals and oxygen and have a low to moderate water hardness. CLARIS filter cartridges are designed to ensure that water quality remains consistently high – and therefore ideal for coffee preparation.

1.2 The coffee beans

Coffee is one of the most aromatic foodstuffs, and beans can vary enormously in flavour. The flavour is influenced by:

• The variety (arabica or robusta)
• Whether a blend of different beans or pure origin coffee is used
• The climate and soil conditions of the country of origin
• The method of processing (dry or wet)
• The degree of roast

With a JURA automatic speciality coffee machine, you can choose from the virtually unlimited selection of fresh coffee beans available to brew coffee just as you like it.

1.3 The machine

JURA automatic speciality coffee machines always extract the very best from the fresh beans, freshly ground and brewed.
1.3.1 The Machine performs all necessary Tasks

Consistency of grind
The fineness of the grind depends on the beans being used and personal taste. The grinder in JURA coffee machines has different settings. The more finely the beans are ground, the longer the water takes to flow through the ground coffee and the more aroma is extracted. This makes for a stronger flavour in the cup. If the grind is too fine, the water and coffee remain in contact for too long. This may cause the coffee to come out of the spout in drips and the coffee will taste bitter. On the other hand, if the consistency of grind is too coarse, the coffee flows too quickly into the cup. This results in coffee that is less aromatic.

Coffee temperature
The different temperature levels you can select on your JURA automatic speciality coffee machine are all within an optimised temperature range so that the full aroma of your favourite coffee can always develop. It is your taste that determines which temperature is right for you.

Coffee strength
The coffee strength – in other words, the amount of ground coffee used to prepare a cup of coffee – can be adapted to the speciality coffee and your individual taste. JURA’s patented variable brewing units consistently process the ground coffee under perfect conditions.

Amount of water
The amount of water can be adjusted depending on the speciality coffee you want to prepare or the cup you are using.

Brewing processes
JURA automatic speciality coffee machines use three different brewing processes. The machine automatically selects the correct brewing process depending on the speciality coffee to be prepared at the touch of a button.

1 Standard brewing process
- The standard brewing process is used for classic coffee drinks with medium cup sizes, such as café crème.
- The I.P.B.A.S.© (Intelligent Pre-Brew Aroma System) makes classic speciality coffees highly aromatic.

2 Pulse Extraction Process (P.E.P.®)
- P.E.P.® is used when preparing short speciality coffees such as ristretto, espresso, macchiato and cortado.
- P.E.P.® pulses the water through the ground coffee at the optimum frequency for the amount of water. This extends the extraction time and means the water has more time to extract aroma compounds from the ground coffee, resulting in an even more intense and even more aromatic cup of coffee.

3 One-Touch Lungo function
- The One-Touch Lungo function is ideal for preparing long speciality coffees. After a particular brewing time, the flavours of all the coffee aromas are able to develop in full. If the coffee continues to be extracted, the finished product will contain a higher proportion of unpleasant acidic and bitter components.
- The One-Touch Lungo function prevents this by mixing hot water with long speciality coffees during the preparation phase, optimising the extraction time.
1.3.2 Speciality coffees with milk

Preparing the milk first, then the coffee
This preparation method is used for cappuccino, macchiato and latte macchiato varieties. The coffee is prepared after the hot milk and the milk foam, then flows through the milk foam at the top. The milk foam, which weighs less than the coffee, floats above it. This is what creates the white foam top that is so characteristic of this type of beverage.

Preparing the coffee first, then the milk
This preparation method is used for flat white and cortado varieties. The milk foam is prepared after the coffee and lies under the crema. This results in the milk foam at the top taking on the colour and flavour of the crema.

Preparing coffee and milk at the same time
This preparation method is used for caffè latte. Preparing the milk and coffee at the same time causes them to mix as they are flowing into the cup, creating the perfect result.

1.4 The individual (Human)

The JURA coffee machine performs the most important coffee preparation steps at the touch of a button. All the user of the machine needs to do is select the right cup or glass. A small accompaniment such as chocolates, confectionery or biscuits can bring out and intensify the specific aromas in the coffee. And last but not least, the overall ambience in which the speciality coffee is served is an essential factor for ensuring it can be enjoyed in a relaxed atmosphere. Find out more in the next chapter, ‘Barista tips’.
The Best Coffee Result

JURA coffee machines are developed by a dedicated team of 70 engineers. Their aim is to achieve the perfect coffee result, always freshly ground and extracted at the touch of a button. Recently JURA’s engineers reached a milestone with the revolutionary Pulse Extraction Process (P.E.P.®), which creates an unprecedented full aroma even with short speciality coffees.

Sustainability and eco-intelligence

There is a long history of pronounced awareness of environmental issues and responsible use of resources and energy at JURA. This is why JURA focuses on automatic coffee machines, which individually prepare specialty coffees, win customers over through their energy efficiency and avoid all unnecessary packaging waste.

The perfect espresso

JURA has thoroughly perfected the brewing process. The revolutionary Pulse Extraction Process (P.E.P.®) optimises the extraction time for ristretto and espresso by pulsing the hot water at short intervals through the ground coffee, guaranteeing a maximum aroma even for short specialities. Whether enjoyed on its own or as the starting point for creative coffee beverages – JURA technology delivers the ultimate taste experience.

The ultimate espresso

JURA has thoroughly perfected the brewing process. The revolutionary Pulse Extraction Process (P.E.P.®) optimises the extraction time for ristretto and espresso by pulsing the hot water at short intervals through the ground coffee, guaranteeing a maximum aroma even for short specialities. Whether enjoyed on its own or as the starting point for creative coffee beverages – JURA technology delivers the ultimate taste experience.

Innovation, precision, quality, reliability, sustainability and service shape the DNA of JURA. The Swiss company is the only brand anywhere in the world to focus solely on premium automatic speciality coffee machines and is clearly positioned as a specialist in this market. Coffee machines from JURA are associated with the best coffee result, the simplest operation and stunning design.

Simplest Operation

JURA coffee machines are self-explanatory, easy and intuitive to use. To name just one example, the filter cartridge and coffee machine are wirelessly linked by RFID technology. The machine automatically recognises the filter and selects the appropriate settings.

Stunning Design

Swiss design and architecture enjoy an excellent reputation the world over. JURA combines expressive, clean lines with high-quality materials, employing only the highest manufacturing precision and uncomprising quality of workmanship to create interior design objects whose power, presence and authenticity give their owners a sense of pride for many years. A JURA machine is even a pleasure to the touch, creating a sense of anticipation.

Global Service

JURA coffee machines are durable. Even after years of use, they can be maintained during service. Components are reconditioned to save precious resources. This is ensured by a dense, global network of service factories, Hospitality Centers and authorised JURA service centres.

Complete coffee solutions

For private homes: The unique design of the coffee machines makes them an attractive addition to any home; they are incredibly easy to operate and deliver the ultimate coffee result.

For professional use: Wherever they are used at work, in offices, stores, bars, hotels, hair salons etc. – the professional coffee machines indulge customers, guests and staff alike with the perfect coffee. And they offer a unique price/performance ratio.

Fundamental Swiss Values

Innovation, precision, quality, reliability, sustainability and service shape the DNA of JURA. The Swiss company is the only brand anywhere in the world to focus solely on premium automatic speciality coffee machines and is clearly positioned as a specialist in this market. Coffee machines from JURA are associated with the best coffee result, the simplest operation and stunning design.

In this chapter

About fundamental Swiss Values.

What are the Values that comes with every JURA Machine?
In this chapter

How do you create the perfect milk foam?
What factors affect the production of a nice crema?
How do you serve different kinds of speciality coffee?

3.1 The perfect milk foam

The protein in the milk is responsible for creating the perfect milk foam – not the fat, as is often thought to be the case. Almost any type of milk can be used to create foam: full-fat, semi-skimmed or skimmed, sheep’s or goat’s milk, soya or lactose-free. Whichever type of milk you choose is purely a matter of your personal taste. To create a fine-textured milk foam using the innovative milk systems in JURA coffee machines, the milk temperature should ideally be between 4 and 8°C.

3.2 Coffee perishability

Coffee contains around 800 different aroma compounds, making it one of the most aromatic of all foodstuffs. However, coffee beans lose their aroma very quickly when exposed to oxygen and light. For this reason, always store packs of coffee in a dry, dark and cool place in a tightly sealed container, particularly once they have been opened. Once the beans are poured into the JURA coffee machine’s bean container, the freshness is retained by the aroma preservation cover. The oils and fats in coffee can also become rancid, so you should always wipe down the inside of the bean container with a dry cloth before refilling it.

3.3 The secret of a perfect crema

The crema on an espresso consists of oils, proteins and sugars, and contains a major part of the aroma. The density and consistency of the crema is affected by the blend. Robusta beans usually result in a fuller-bodied crema than arabica beans due to the smaller proportion of coffee oils in robusta beans: 10% compared with 16% in arabica coffee. The oils are important flavour carriers and therefore vital to the coffee’s aroma, but on the other hand they tend to prevent a good crema from forming.

Clean cups: If the cups are not clean and if they have grease residues on the insides, the crema will also collapse more quickly due to the lowered surface tension.

Barista Tips

These barista tips are designed to give you inspiration when preparing and serving speciality coffees, and contain lots of other fascinating pieces of information all about coffee.
3.5 Serving suggestions

These serving suggestions will give you ideas and tips for preparing speciality coffees.

A glass of water

Together, coffee and water make an unbeatable team. Serve espresso beverages with a glass of water. Water reinforces the positive characteristics of the coffee and has a refreshing effect. In traditional coffee-drinking countries, this synergy has been understood for Centuries.

Flavoured syrups

Speciality coffees with a dash of flavoured syrup are particularly popular at the moment. These flavoured syrups work very well in speciality coffees with milk and are added to the glass or cup before the rest of the beverage. The milk absorbs the aroma and gives the speciality coffee the desired flavour. This means that you only need a small amount of flavoured syrup. The range of available flavours is almost limitless.

Sugar

Use a teaspoon to add sugar and use loose sugar rather than lumps to keep the crema or milk foam intact.

55 °C – The perfect temperature

In pre-warmed cups, the wonderful taste experience can fully develop. If hot coffee is served in a cold cup, however, too much heat and therefore flavour will be lost. The JURA cup warmer keeps the cups at a constant temperature of around 55 °C – ideal for preparing the full range of classic coffee drinks.

The right crockery

Use appropriate crockery that is the perfect size for your speciality coffees, as the results should be a feast for the eyes as well as the taste buds. Choosing the right saucer and teaspoon will add the perfect finishing touch to the speciality coffee you are serving up.
In this chapter

What is latte art?
What techniques are used to create latte art?
What motifs can be used for decorations with chocolate sauce?
How do you create latte art in a cappuccino?

Latte Art

One of the barista’s most impressive skills is the ability to create latte art. This kind of decoration offers enormous scope for creativity, the only limit being your imagination. Exciting new speciality coffees are appearing on coffee bar menus all the time, and this creative trend has also given rise to ever more artistic decorations on the classic cappuccino. Originally, latte art consisted of skilfully pouring milk foam over an espresso to create a design with the brown crema and the white foam. The first motifs used were the Heart and the Rosetta.

4.1 Creative decorations

The technique of creating decorative patterns with chocolate sauce began later. This involves using the sauce to draw simple shapes on the milk foam and then expanding them into more elaborate, creative patterns with a wooden skewer. It is a skill that can be picked up quickly, making it easy to try out for yourself. A cappuccino with light, velvety foam can be prepared at the touch of a button with a JURA coffee machine. Then all you need is:

- Chocolate sauce
- Squeezy bottle
- Wooden skewer
Leaves

Decor
In this chapter

What speciality coffees does the JURA coffee machine prepare at the touch of a button?

What is the correct way to serve classic coffee drinks?

What machine settings does JURA recommend for classic coffee drinks?

Speciality coffees – JURA classics

Speciality coffees are enjoying huge popularity all over the globe. In German-speaking Europe, café crème is still the firm favourite, closely followed by espresso – but cappuccino, latte macchiato and other specialities are catching up and are especially popular with younger coffee drinkers.

JURA IMPRESSA BLEND - 250G

We have created this exquisite blend for you using 70% Arabica and 30% Robusta beans. It has quality green coffees from Mexico, Brazil and Uganda to thank for its rich, full taste.

JURA CAFÉ CRÈME - 250G

The Café Crème Blend harmoniously combines premium-quality coffees from Guatemala, Brazil and Costa Rica.

JURA INDIAN MALABAR - 250G

High-quality Arabica coffee from India. This coffee is grown in the state of Karnataka as well as in Tellichery and Malabar, in the state of Kerala. It is also cultivated in the south-west and in Nilgeris, in the southeastern state of Tamil Nadu.

JURA RIGUARDO - 250G

The raw coffee comes from three cooperatives: FIECH in Mexico, Bukonzo Joint in Uganda and Gayo Megah Berseri in Indonesia. In all three countries the coffee grows at altitudes of 1400 to 2200 m above sea level and is carefully hand-picked.

JURA SAN ANTONIO - 250G

The plantations are situated in the north of Honduras in the region surrounding San Antonio de la Cumbre. Here, the coffee plants grow at an altitude of between 1200 and 1500 metres above sea level in close proximity to a diverse array of tropical plants.

For the best Result use JURA Coffee Beans
Ristretto

It couldn’t be more concentrated... espresso ‘ristretto’ (which means restricted in Italian, or strong for a beverage). A highly concentrated espresso, prepared with less water than normal, but the same amount of ground coffee. This is what gives the ristretto its aromatic taste.

Ingredients
• 25 ml ristretto

Preparation
• Place an espresso glass under the coffee spout.
• Prepare a ristretto with 25 ml of water.

Espresso

‘Espresso should be as black as the devil, as hot as hell, as pure as an angel and as sweet as love.’

Charles-Maurice de Talleyrand-Périgord (1754 – 1838)

Espresso is the most popular type of coffee in southern European countries like Italy and Spain.

Ingredients
• 45 ml espresso

Preparation
• Place an espresso glass under the coffee spout.
• Prepare an espresso with 45 ml of water.
Macchiato

The macchiato – which means ‘stained espresso’ – is an espresso which is topped with milk foam to give it an elegant finish.

Ingredients

- 40 ml espresso
- Milk foam

Preparation

- Place an espresso glass under the coffee spout.
- Prepare a macchiato.

Machine settings

- Amount of water 25 ml
- Coffee strength strong
- Temperature high

Recommended Coffee Beans

- JURA IMPRESSA BLEND
- JURA RICUARDO BLEND

Serving Suggestion

Cortado

True to its Spanish roots, the cortado is the perfect blend of aromatic espresso with a smooth and fine milk foam.

Ingredients

- 25 ml espresso
- Warm milk and milk foam

Preparation

- Place an espresso glass under the coffee spout.
- Prepare a cortado.

Machine settings

- Amount of water 25 ml
- Coffee strength strong
- Temperature high
- Warm milk 2 sec.
- Milk foam 1 sec.

Recommended Coffee Beans

- JURA IMPRESSA BLEND
- JURA SAN ANTONIO

Serving Suggestion
Espresso Doppio

At the touch of a button, the JURA coffee machine can prepare two cups of espresso in two preparation cycles – grinding twice, then brewing twice.

Ingredients
• 2 × 45 ml of espresso

Preparation
• Place the coffee cup under the coffee spout.
• Prepare an espresso doppio.

Café Crème

With its light-coloured crema, this drink is also known in Switzerland as a ‘Schümli’ and in Italy as a ‘caffè lungo’. It is made with much more water than an espresso.

Ingredients
• 100 ml coffee

Preparation
• Place the coffee cup under the coffee spout.
• Prepare a coffee with 100 ml of water.

Tip
• Add coffee cream to taste.
Caffè Latte

Coffee with plenty of warm milk, known in Switzerland as a ‘Schale’. This milky coffee, which is often enjoyed at breakfast time, is made from coffee with warm milk.

Ingredients
• 100 ml coffee
• Warm milk

Preparation
• Place the cappuccino cup under the coffee spout.
• Prepare a caffè latte.

Machine settings
• Amount of water 100 ml
• Coffee strength normal
• Temperature normal
• Warm milk 10 sec.

Cappuccino

The word cappuccino probably comes from the Capuchin monks, and came to be used because the milk foam resembles the monk’s hood (cap-puccio). The colour of the monks’ hoods also recalls the brown hue of the beverage.

Ingredients
• 50 ml espresso
• Milk foam

Preparation
• Place the cappuccino cup under the coffee spout.
• Prepare a cappuccino.

Tip
• Decorate the cappuccino with a little chocolate sauce

Machine settings
• Amount of water 50 ml
• Coffee strength strong
• Temperature high
• Milk foam 14 sec.

Recommended Coffee Beans

JURA IMPRESSA BLEND
JURA RICUARDO BLEND

Serving Suggestion

JURA SAN ANTONIO
JURA RICUARDO BLEND
**Flat white**

The flat white is a drink that is very much in fashion among coffee lovers. Originating in Australia, its secret lies in ensuring that it is prepared correctly by adding the coffee to the cup first, followed by warm milk. The milk foam is prepared in the final stage. This lies under the crema, taking on its colour and taste.

**Ingredients**
- 60 ml espresso
- Warm milk and milk foam

**Preparation**
- Place the cappuccino cup under the coffee spout.
- Prepare a flat white.

**Machine settings**
- Amount of water 60 ml
- Coffee strength normal
- Temperature normal
- Milk foam 2 sec.
- Warm milk 14 sec.

---

**Latte Macchiato**

Espresso with warm milk and milk foam. The latte macchiato, which literally means ‘stained milk’, is made up of three layers: a bottom layer of warm milk, a top layer of milk foam and an espresso in the middle.

**Ingredients**
- 55 ml espresso
- Warm milk and milk foam

**Preparation**
- Place a latte macchiato glass under the coffee spout.
- Prepare a latte macchiato.

**Tip**
- Add a little flavoured syrup or Baileys to the latte macchiato glass, to taste.

**Machine settings**
- Amount of water 55 ml
- Coffee strength strong
- Temperature high
- Milk foam 18 sec.
- Warm milk 4 sec.

---

**Recommended Coffee Beans**

- JURA SAN ANTONIO
- JURA RICUARDO BLEND

**Serving Suggestion**

- JURA IMPRESSA BLEND
- JURA RICUARDO BLEND
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